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Abstract
An adaptive channel shortening equalizer design for multiple input multiple output-orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) radio receivers is considered in this presentation. The proposed receiver has desirable
features for cognitive and software defined radio implementations. It consists of two sections: MIMO decision
feedback equalizer (MIMO-DFE) and adaptive multiple Viterbi detection. In MIMO-DFE section, a complete modified
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of multichannel input data is accomplished using sequential processing
multichannel Givens lattice stages, so that a Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time (V-BLAST) type MIMO-DFE is
realized at the front-end section of the channel shortening equalizer. Matrix operations, a major bottleneck for
receiver operations, are accordingly avoided, and only scalar operations are used. A highly modular and regular radio
receiver architecture that has a suitable structure for digital signal processing (DSP) chip and field programable gate
array (FPGA) implementations, which are important for software defined radio realizations, is achieved. The MIMO-DFE
section of the proposed receiver can also be reconfigured for spectrum sensing and positioning functions, which are
important tasks for cognitive radio applications. In connection with adaptive multiple Viterbi detection section, a
systolic array implementation for each channel is performed so that a receiver architecture with high computational
concurrency is attained. The total computational complexity is given in terms of equalizer and desired response filter
lengths, alphabet size, and number of antennas. The performance of the proposed receiver is presented for
two-channel case by means of mean squared error (MSE) and probability of error evaluations, which are conducted
for time-invariant and time-variant channel conditions, orthogonal and nonorthogonal transmissions, and two
different modulation schemes.
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1 Introduction
The fundamental problem in the design of future wire-
less communication systems is to reliably and efficiently
transmit and receive information signals over imperfect
channels using substantially high data rates. One suc-
cessful approach adopted in several wireless standards
such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB), digital video
broadcasting (DVB-T), local area networking (LAN), and
metropolitan area networking (MAN) is orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) in which the entire
bandwidth is divided into several narrow subbands so
that the frequency response over each individual subband
is relatively flat, and each subband channel occupies only
a small fraction of the original bandwidth. Nevertheless,
OFDM-based wireless communication systems can
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support peak rates of 54 Mbps at most, which is not
enough to cover services the providers offer nowadays.
Throughputs far beyond 54 Mbps can be provided when
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system approach
is applied especially in a rich scattering environment [1,2].
Hence, the combination of OFDM and MIMO technolo-
gies [3,4] constitutes the basis for next-generation wireless
communication systems such as IEEE 802.11n for wire-
less local area networks (WLAN), IEEE 802.16e for MAN,
and evaluation of higher generational cellular systems.
The performance achieved through MIMO technology
also entails a considerable increase in signal processing
complexity in receiver, and there exists a major challenge
in designing low-complexity receivers for multichannel
wireless systems. A significant development for MIMO
communications is the proposition of V-BLAST architec-
ture [5], and two important areas of research on V-BLAST
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receivers are reduction of complexity, i.e., avoidance of
matrix inversions, and extension to broadband implemen-
tation. Consequently, the recent research such as [6-8]
focused on reducing the complexity of V-BLAST receiver
architectures for frequency selective channels by develop-
ing efficient matrix inversion operations.
An important problem in realizing OFDM system
designs, however, is the appendage of a cyclic prefix (CP)
with a length at least equal to the channel length to each
block of N IFFT coefficients, and this application may
not be adequate in case the length of CP, ξ , is large rela-
tive to the data length, N , so that the channel throughput
is reduced by a factor N/(N + ξ). In addition, informa-
tion about the channel length may not even be available
in some cases. Accordingly, it is desired to design sys-
tems that guarantee a certain amount of throughput, i.e.,
N/(N + ξ) ∼= 1, in all possible channel conditions. An
elegant solution to this problem is to implement a time
domain equalizer to shorten the channel memory and
hence reduce the CP overhead [9].
A recent development in the design of next-generation
wireless communication systems is the cognitive radio,
built on a software radio, which functions as an intelli-
gent system that is aware of its environment and uses the
methodology of understanding-by-building to learn from
the environment and adapt to statistical variations in the
input stimuli in order to establish reliable communica-
tion by efficient utilization of the radio spectrum [10]. The
concept of software radio on the other hand relies on the
development of DSP technology, that is flexible, reconfig-
urable, and reprogrammable by software to adapt to an
environment where there are multiple services, standards,
and frequency bands [11]. Correspondingly, the infras-
tructure in a software radio system is generally required
to use reconfigurable VLSI hardware components such
as DSP chip sets [12], FPGAs [13], embedded processors
[14], and even general purpose processors [15].
A typical cognitive radio cycle includes spectrum sens-
ing, analysis, reasoning, and adaptation to new operating
parameter steps [16]. The cognitive radio can detect the
availability of a portion of frequency band through spec-
trum sensing and analysis steps [17]. During the reasoning
step, it determines the optimum operating parameters,
so that no harmful interference to other users of the
spectrum is generated due to its transmission. In the
adaptation step, the radio switches to transmission and
reception mode using its reconfigurability and repro-
grammability property and tunes its operating parameters
according to its best response strategy. Another emerging
requirement for cognitive radios is location and environ-
ment awareness that involves modeling the capabilities
of human beings and bats for realization of advanced
and autonomous location and environment awareness
features [18]. Adaptive positioning, determining the
coordinates of a cognitive radio in space, is a step towards
realization of accurate location awareness in cognitive
radios. The author has recently proposed a spectrum esti-
mation method in [19] and a range estimation method in
[20] that are suitable for spectrum sensing and positioning
functions of cognitive radios, respectively. In this paper,
we focus on the reception mode of operation of cogni-
tive MIMO-OFDM radios and propose a new minimum
MSE channel shortening equalizer design, which consists
of adaptive fron-tend MIMO-DFE and multiple Viterbi
detection sections.
The optimum solution for the channel shortening
equalization problem can be found using one of these
constraints: (1) unit tap constraint and (2) unit energy
constraint; and the performances under these two criteria
were compared for single input single output (SISO) and
MIMOchannel shortening equalization in [21,22], respec-
tively. Since the findings in these papers show that the
unit energy constrained channel shortener equalization
resulted in better performance, we have used unit energy
constraint for the MIMO channel shortening optimiza-
tion problem under consideration in this paper. Accord-
ingly, the contributions of the paper can be stated as
follows: (1) the proposed equalizer has a front-end
MIMO-DFE as opposed to the MIMO feed forward
equalizer (MIMO-FFE) in [22], (2) a modified ver-
sion of sequential processing multichannel lattice stages
(SPMLSs) [23] is utilized in the design of front-end
MIMO-DFE and a complete modified Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization of multichannel input data, which
avoids matrix inversions, enables scalar only operations
and contributes to the flexibility, reconfigurability, and
reprogrammability of the receiver, is attained, (3) the pro-
posed equalizer can be viewed as a V-BLAST receiver
for frequency selective channels, (4) spectrum sensing
or range estimation can be accomplished at no cost by
simply reconfiguring the front-end MIMO-DFE as mul-
tichannel spectral analysis or positioning filter as shown
in [19,20], respectively, and (5) a detailed computational
complexity and performance analysis is presented. The
first contribution is important from the perspective of
interference removal and, by means of that, error perfor-
mance, whereas the second one is considered the key since
matrix inversion is a major bottleneck in the design of
embedded receiver architectures that increases computa-
tional complexity [24]. The third one is relevant since the
receiver operations of a V-BLAST system can be consid-
ered as performingGram-Schmidt orthogonalization [25],
whereby inter-symbol interference (ISI) as well as inter-
channel interference (ICI) effects are suppressed. The
fourth contribution is crucial from the point of view of
cognitive radio operation cycle, so that the filter structure
of MIMO-DFE can be reused for spectrum sensing and
range estimation functions of cognitive radio, and finally, a
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comparative computational complexity and performance
analysis of the proposed equalizer with respect to the
other benchmark equalizers such asMIMO-DFE, MIMO-
FFE, and multichannel Viterbi equalizer (VE), has been
provided, which to the best of the author’s knowledge,
does not exist in the literature.
Various MIMO-DFEs for MIMO ISI channels have
been proposed in the literature [26-28] after the intro-
duction of the finite length MIMO-DFE in [29], and it has
been delineated by Ginis and Cioffi in [30] that DFE is the
basic principle behind the BLAST detection algorithm.
Very recently, a QR decomposition-based MIMO-DFE
has been presented by Wang et al. in [31]. In QR decom-
position approaches, the Q matrix is implicitly formed
and then used to compute the R matrix; whereas in the
Gram-Schmidt approach, the inverse of the R is implicitly
formed and then used to compute the Q matrix. As a
consequence of this fact, Regalia and Bellanger showed
in [32] that there exists a duality between QR and lat-
tice methods and the possibility of combining elements
of both approaches to obtain new hybrid algorithms.
With respect to developing these hybrid algorithms, Ling
showed in [33] that an orthogonal Givens rotation-based
algorithm algebraically coincides with the recursive mod-
ified Gram-Schmidt-based lattice algorithm in [34]. In
accordance with this perspective, we modify the SPMLS
using Givens rotation-based lattice algorithms of [33]
on the structure of the SPMLS, so that a sequential pro-
cessing multichannel Givens lattice stage (SPMGLS) is
obtained. SPMLSs are known for their modular, order-
recursive, and regular structure as we previously used
them in the decision feedback equalization of nonlin-
ear communication channels in [35]. Additionally, good
numerical properties are incurred by the use of Givens
rotation-based lattice algorithms.
Subsequent to Givens lattice realization of the front-end
MIMO-DFE, we perform a systolic array implementa-
tion of multiple adaptive Viterbi detectors [36], thereby a
highly concurrent receiver structure is obtained. A two-
channel (2 × 2) problem is considered in this presenta-
tion due to the ease of explanation and space limitations
in developing the method. However, it is considered
straightforward to apply the method to any number of
channels, i.e., to massive MIMO implementations for
next-generation wireless systems [37], at the expense of
increased complexity. Even though the complete orthog-
onality and thereby the suppression of ISI and ICI is
accomplished in the minimum mean square error sense
for any number of transmit and receive antennas, the per-
formance achieved in terms of MSE as well as in the
probability of error will depend on how much the channel
is ill-conditioned.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
the adaptive multichannel channel shortening equa-
lization optimization problem is introduced. In Section 3,
we describe the adaptive multiple Viterbi detection
section of the proposed equalizer. The computational
complexity computations are treated in Section 4. In
Section 5, we present the experimental results, and finally,
Section 6 is concerned with the discussion of results and
conclusions. (•)∗ represents the complex conjugate of (•).
(•)T , and (•)H stands for the transpose and the Hermitian
transpose of (•), respectively. The variablesm, i, and n are
global while all other variables are local. The variable m
represents the stage number while i and n are the time
indexes related to data and coefficients, respectively, till
we equate them in Section 3 to have a single time index.
2 Optimization problem statement
We consider the discrete-time baseband equivalent 2 × 2
channel shortening equalization problem depicted in
Figure 1, where the number of transmitters (MT ) and
receivers (MR) is assumed equal, so that the number of
antennas (M) is M = MT = MR = 2. Note that the
kth baseband channel in Figure 1 models the effects of
serial-to-parallel (S/P) and parallel-to-serial (P/S) conver-
sions, the addition and removal of CP, the IDFT and DFT
operations, and the physical baseband channel itself as
delineated in Figure 2. Accordingly, the input signal to the
kth receiver can be expressed as the sum of transmitted






x(j)h,k(n − j) + uk(n), k = 1, 2, (1)
in which h,k(n) is the impulse response of the channel
between the th transmitter and the kth receiver, whereas
x(n) is the transmitted sequence, and μ,k is the memory
of channel h,k(n). Accordingly, h,k(n) for  = k consti-
tute ICI, and the elements of h,k(n) for  = k andμ,k = 0
amount to ISI. uk(n) denotes the kth channel noise.
In the adaptive two-channel channel shortening equal-
izer design problem, the objective is to find an expo-
nentially windowed, least squares (LS) solution for the
coefficients of the kth adaptive DFE and the correspond-
ing kth adaptive desired impulse response (ADIR) filter






at each time instant n, where k = 1, 2 and β is the expo-
nential weighting factor. Herein, the error signal, ekn(i), is
given by:
ekn(i) = dkn(i) − dˆkn(i). (3)
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Figure 1 A block diagram of the baseband 2 × 2 channel shortening equalization problem.
The kth desired signal, dkn(i), at the output of the kth




wk(n)x¯k(i − n), (4)
whereas the estimate of kth desired signal, dˆkn(i), in train-
ing mode of operation, is equal to the output signal of the
kth DFE:


























i − Dk − n
) (6)
in decision directed mode. Note that Ndk in (4) and N
f
k
and Nbk in Equations (5) and (6) are the length of the kth
ADIR filter, and the lengths of feed forward and feedback











are the corresponding filter and
equalizer memories. Accordingly, Dk is the delay experi-
enced by the output signal of kth DFE, zkn(i), during the
Viterbi processing. The input signal (x¯k(i)) to the feedback
section and to the kth ADIR filter in Equations (4),(5), and
Figure 2 Block diagram of the kth baseband channel model.
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(6) equals to the delayed kth channel input signal in train-
ing mode (x¯k(i) = xk(i − Dk)), while it is equal to the
kth detected signal in decision directedmode of operation
of the receiver (x¯k(i) = xˆk(i)). Herein, Dk represents the
delay experienced by the kth input signal, xk(i), through
the corresponding channel during the training mode of
operation.
Subsequently, we define the input vector to the kth DFE,
yk(i), at time instant i, as:
yk(i)=
[
yk(i), yk(i −1), . . . , yk
(
i − Nfk + 1
)
, x¯k(i), x¯k(i −1),
. . . , x¯k
(
i − Nbk + 1
)]T
, (7)
















The input vector to the kth ADIR filter at time instant




x¯k(i), x¯k(i − 1), . . . , x¯k
(






wk(n),wk(n − 1), . . . ,wk
(




Note that we assume, without loss of generality, that
Nbk ≤ Nfk for the kth DFE.
The main concern of the exponentially weighted LS
problem under consideration is thus to find, at each time
n, the kth optimal coefficient vectors, pk(n) and wk(n),





∣∣wHk (n)x¯k(i) − pHk (n)yk(i)∣∣2 , (11)
which can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
Jk(n) = wHk (n) Rx¯k x¯k (n) wk(n) − wHk (n) Rx¯kyk (n) pk(n)
− pHk (n) Ryk x¯k (n) wk(n) + pHk (n) Rykyk (n) wk(n).
(12)
























and Rx¯k x¯k (n) is the Ndk ×Ndk autocorrelation matrix of the
kth ADIR filter input data vector x¯k(i), and is found by:




Note that Rx¯kyk (n)  RHykx¯k (n). Subsequently, the kth
optimal coefficient vector for the equalizer is determined
by differentiating Jk(n) with respect to pk(n), setting the
derivative to zero, and solving for pk(n):
poptk (n) = R−1ykyk (n)Ryk x¯k (n)wk(n). (16)
In order to find a solution for the optimal coefficient
vector of the kth ADIR filter, we substitute Equation (16)
back into the cost function in Equation (12) and attain the
following quadratic form in wk(n):
Jk(n)= wHk (n)
[




Then, the expression enclosed by square brackets in
Equation (17), a symmetricNdk ×Ndk matrix, is defined as:
R˜x¯kyk (n) = Rx¯k x¯k (n) − Rx¯kyk (n)R−1ykyk (n)Ryk x¯k (n), (18)
so that the cost function in Equation (17) can be restated
as:
Jk(n) = wHk (n)R˜x¯kyk (n)wk(n). (19)
In minimizing the expression in Equation (19), a unit
energy constraint, wHk (n)wk(n) = 1, is applied to the kth
ADIR filter coefficients to avoid the trivial null equalizer
solution [21], and the following Lagrangian expression is
formed:
L(wk(n), λ)= wHk (n)R˜x¯kyk (n)wk(n)+λ
(wHk (n)wk(n) − 1) .
(20)
After taking the derivative of the expression in (20) and
equating to zero, we get:
R˜x¯kyk (n) w
opt
k (n) = λ woptk (n), (21)
which shows that the optimal kth ADIR coefficient vec-
tor woptk (n) and λ are the unit magnitude eigenvector
and eigenvalue of the matrix R˜x¯kyk (n), respectively. If
the expression on the righthand side of Equation (21) is
substituted for R˜x¯kyk (n)wk(n) in Equation (19) and also
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wHk (n) in Equation (19) is replaced withw
Hopt
k (n), then the
minimum cost can be stated as follows:
Jk(n) = λ wHoptk (n)woptk (n)
= λmin (22)
which demonstrates that the cost function is minimized
by choosing woptk (n) to be equal to the eigenvector of
the matrix R˜x¯kyk and that the corresponding eigenvalue
λ is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix R˜x¯kyk and is
represented with λmin. Consequently, the optimal coeffi-
cient vectors for the kth equalizer and the kth ADIR filter,
poptk (n) and w
opt
k (n), are given by Equations (16) and (21),
respectively.
2.1 V-BLAST type MIMO-DFE
We would like to use a V-BLAST type design approach
for the front-end filter of the proposed equalizer, and
we also require the design of a single, multichannel, and
compact equalizer structure, so that two separate equal-
izers and direct evaluations as in (16) are avoided, and
the same filter can be reconfigured as spectral analysis or
positioning filter. These objectives can be accomplished
by considering the equivalence of V-BLAST and modified
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization operations, and there-
fore by completely orthogonalizing the two-channel input
data of DFE using SPMGLSs, which provide scalar only
operations, good numerical properties as well as modular-
ity, regularity, order recursiveness, and reconfigurability
to the solution of equalization problem under considera-
tion. Hereupon, we present the modifications we propose
to make in SPMLSs so as to obtain SPMGLSs and then the
design of front-end multichannel DFE using SPMGLSs.
2.2 SPMGLS
A SPMGLS has a block structure as shown in Figure 3,
and the input signal vectors to a SPMGLS are defined as
follows: the input forward prediction error vector:
f−1(i) =
[








the backward prediction error vector:
b−1(i) =
[








and the estimation error vector:
e−1(i) =
[








The elements of input forward and backward prediction
error vectors in Equations (23) and (24) are orthogonal-
ized by using self-orthogonalization processors (SOPs),
which are triangular-shaped processors in Figure 3. The











and the orthogonalized backward prediction error vector:
bˆ−1(i) =
[








The elements of fˆ−1(i) are fed into a forward prediction
reference-orthogonalization processor (ROP) in order to
predict the elements of b−1(i − 1) and to produce the
stage output back prediction error vector b(i). The ele-
ments of bˆ−1(i) are fed into a ROP to perform p-channel
joint process estimation and to produce the stage output
estimation error vector e(i). Subsequently, the elements
of bˆ−1(i) are delayed and are also fed into another ROP
to obtain the stage output forward prediction error vector
f(i).
There are two types of processing cells, single and dou-
ble circular processors, in a SPMGLS as in the original
SPMLS in [23]. Nevertheless, we change the processing
equations implemented in these processing cells with the
equations of the square root version of the Givens algo-
rithm in [33]. The interconnections and signals propagat-
ing through these processing cells are shown in Figure 4.
The processing cells symbolized with a double circle,
which are also called boundary (angle computer) cells,
perform the following equations:
d(i) =
√





s(i) = x∗ref (i)/d(i). (30)
From Equations (28),(29), and (30), it can be shown that













The connection between the input, γin(i), and output,
γout(i), likelihood variables is defined as:
γout(i) = c(i)γin(i). (32)
On the other hand, the processing cells symbolized with
a single circle, which are called internal (rotator) cells,
perform the following equations:
xout(i) = c(i)xin(i) − s∗(i)
√
βκ(i − 1) (33)
and
κ(i) = c(i)√βκ(i − 1) + s(i)xin(i). (34)
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Figure 3 A block diagram of SPMGLS.






















with |Q(i)| = 1, so that it performs Givens plane rota-
tion in a complex plane, and thereby the stability of Givens
algorithm is guaranteed.
2.3 Sequential givens lattice orthogonalization
The V-BLAST processing is made possible by utilizing
SPMGLSs in the design of MIMO-DFE, so that the num-
ber of channels at different sections of the proposed
multichannel lattice DFE is different due to the sequential
processing nature of SPMGLSs. Therefore, we carry out
the exponentially weighted LS optimization problem by
taking into consideration each of these sections separately
and assume that the proposed equalizer is comprised of
three cascaded equalizers, which are two-channel, three-
channel, and four-channel lattice sections; and we use a
different index for each section while using m to indi-
cate a stage in the whole equalizer. Henceforth, we focus
on the case Nf1 = Nf2 as it brings out the essential ideas
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Figure 4 Processing cells in a SPMGLS.
without unduly complicating the development and loss of
generality.
In order to sequentially solve the exponentially
weighted LS optimization problem under consideration,
we first organize the elements of input signal vec-
tors y1(i) =
[
y1(i), . . . , y1(i −  + 1)
]T and y2(i) =[
y2(i), . . . , y2(i −  + 1)
]T , according to the natural








y1(i −  + 1)
y2(i −  + 1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(37)
and input to two-channel stages for which the stage num-





Accordingly, we redefine Equations (13) and (14) using
this new data vector as follows:









where k = 1, 2. The orthogonalization of input data using












respectively. Here, 	(n) is the 2 × 2 lower triangular
transformationmatrix and is realized stage-by-stage using




κˆ(n − 1) 1
]
(42)
whose diagonal elements are all equal to unity at
time instant n, and κˆ(n) is the reflection coeffi-
cient computed at the single circular cell in the tri-
angular shaped self-orthogonalization processor of the
th two-channel SPMGLS. Then, the lattice joint pro-
cess estimation coefficients are computed by means
of:
k (n) = −1 (n)
,k(n), (43)
where k (n) represents the kth row of the 2 × 2 lat-
tice joint process estimation reflection coefficient matrix
(n) which is also sequentially computed stage-by-








in which κ¯,k,j(n) is the jth reflection coefficient related
to the estimation of the kth desired signal, and it
is computed at the (k, j)th single circular cell of
the square shaped reference-orthogonalization processor
related to joint process estimation at the th two-channel
SPMGLS. Note that the matrix inversion operation in
Equation (16) is transformed into a simple scalar inver-
sion operation in (43) due to the diagonal nature of
(n).
After the processing of input signals by two-
channel lattice stages, the first estimation error signal,
x¯1(i) = e1(i), which corresponds to the detected
and fed back signal of the first channel, is incor-
porated at the
(
Nf1 − Nb1 + 1
)
th stage as the third
channel. Accordingly, we expand the optimization
problem by organizing the elements of the input data
vectors y1(i) =
[
y1(i), . . . , y1(i − α + 1)
]T , y2(i) =
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[
y2(i), . . . , y2(i − α + 1)
]T , and x1(i) = [x¯1(i − 1), . . . ,







y1(i − α + 1)
y2(i − α + 1)
x¯1(i − α + 1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (45)
and input to the three-channel lattice section, where the







. Subsequently, we solve
the optimization problem in (43) once again with the new
input vector, in which case 	α(n) and α(n) are the 3α ×
3α lower triangular transformation and the 3 × 3α lattice
joint process estimation coefficient matrices, respectively.
	α(n) is computed sequentially by means of 3 × 3 lower
triangular transformation matrices, Lα(n) and α(n), and
is similarly realized stage-by-stage making use of 3 × 3
joint process estimation coefficient matrices, α(n), at
time instant n.
Finally, the optimization problem is expanded one
more time with the inclusion of the second esti-
mation error signal, x¯2(i) = e2(i), which is related
to the detected and fed back signal of the second
channel, and this time, the elements of input data
vectors y1(i) =
[
y1(i), . . . , y1(i − ϑ + 1)
]T , y2(i) =[
y2(i), . . . , y2(i − ϑ + 1)
]T , x¯1(i) = [x¯1(i − 1), . . . ,
x¯1(i − ϑ + 1)]T , and x¯2(i) =








y1(i − ϑ + 1)
y2(i − ϑ + 1)
x¯1(i − ϑ + 1)
x¯2(i − ϑ + 1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (46)
where the stage number (m) is in the range given by(
Nf2 − Nb2
)
< m ≤ Nf2 due to four-channel processing.
Similar to two-channel and three-channel cases, we solve
the optimization problem in (43) using the new data vec-
tor in Equation (46), in which case 	ϑ(n) and ϑ(n) are
4ϑ ×4ϑ lower triangular transformation, and 4×4ϑ joint
process estimation error coefficient matrices at the time
instant n, respectively. Similar to previous cases, these
matrices are computed stage-by-stage by the use of 4 × 4
lower triangular transformationmatrices, Lϑ(n), and 4×4
joint process estimation error coefficient matrices,ϑ(n),
at time instant n, respectively.
2.4 Computation of error order updates
Due to the sequential nature of the proposed lattice
structure, we carry out the multichannel error order
update task by taking into consideration two-channel,
three-channel, and four-channel sections separately, and
therefore we assume that the filter is comprised of three
cascaded filters as described in the previous subsection.
The prediction and joint state estimation errors for the
end of the observation interval n = i at the output of the
th order two-channel equalizer section, where 0 < m ≤(
Nf1 − Nb1
)
, can be stated in terms of lattice parameters














































κ¯b∗,1,1(n − 1) κ¯b∗,1,2(n − 1)











where the lower triangular and square coefficient matrices
are generated in triangular-shaped self-orthogonalization
and square-shaped reference-orthogonalization proces-
sors in a two-channel SPMGLS as previously defined in
Equations (42) and (44). The joint process estimation
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We then multiply the lower triangular and square coef-
























































κ¯b,1,1(n) + κ¯b,1,2(n)κˆb (n) κ¯b,1,2(n)




















κ¯e,1,1(n) + κ¯e,1,2(n)κˆe(n) κ¯e,1,2(n)




in order to obtain compact versions of the Equations (47),















































The development of prediction and joint process esti-
mation error order updates from (α − 1)th order to αth
for the three-channel section, where the stage number (m)







, is carried out in a similar fashion to the two-
channel section, and they can be expressed in compact
form with the following equations:⎡⎣ f 1α (n)f 2α (n)
f 3α (n)
⎤⎦ =
⎡⎣ f 1α−1(n)f 2α−1(n)
f 3α−1(n)
⎤⎦+f ∗α (n− 1)







⎡⎣ b1α−1(n − 1)b2α−1(n − 1)
b3α−1(n − 1)
⎤⎦+ b∗α (n− 1)









































⎡⎢⎣ 1 0 0κˆ fα,2,1(n − 1) 1 0
κˆ
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The prediction and joint process estimation error order
update equations from (ϑ−1)th order to ϑth order for the





< m ≤ Nf2 , can be derived by
following a similar procedure to two- and three-channel
sections, and 4×1 error order update matrices can be sub-
sequently obtained with 4× 4 lower triangular and square
coefficient matrices.
2.5 Matrix visualization
In order to visualize the cascading and functioning of
two-channel, three-channel, and four-channel sections as
a single equalizer, we provide a matrix representation










DFEs for the first and second channels, and also orga-
nizing the elements of input data vectors y1(n) =[
y1(n), y1(n − 1), . . . , y1(n − 11), y1(n − 12)
]T , y2(n) =[
y2(n), y2(n − 1), . . . , y2(n − 11), y2(n − 12)
]T , x1(n) =
[x¯1(n − 1), . . . , x¯1(n − 6)]T , and x2(n) = [x¯2(n − 1)]T as
columns of a matrix:⎡⎢⎣
y1(n) y1(n − 1) . . . y1(n − 6) y1(n − 7) . . . y1(n − 11) y1(n − 12)
y2(n) y2(n − 1) . . . y1(n − 6) y2(n − 7) . . . y2(n − 11) y2(n − 12)




by taking into consideration different numbers of param-
eters in the feed forward and feedback channels and
shifting properties of input data. This matrix helps us to
visualize the orthogonalization process, and thus to draw
a diagram of the four channel DFE structure under con-
sideration as in Figure 5. Note that the elements of the
first and second rows are related to the input signals of the
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Figure 5 Diagram of four-channel DFE using SPMGLSs.
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first and the second channels of the DFE under consider-
ation, while the third and fourth rows are associated with
the detected and fed back signals. Lattice orthogonaliza-
tion begins with the elements of the first two rows using
two-channel sequential lattice processing stages until the
first fed back channel is incorporated as the new chan-
nel at a transitional stage, which is the
(
Nf1 − Nb1 + 1
)
th
stage. Then, the orthogonalization continues with three-
channel lattice stages until the fourth channel, which
is related to the detected and fed back signal of the
second channel, is taken into the process at another
transitional stage, which is the
(
Nf2 − Nb2 + 1
)
th stage,
and so the orthogonalization of input data finalizes with
four-channel stages when the mean squared estimation
error performance requirements are met, and thereby the
kth desired signal, dk(n), is sequentially estimated using





























κ¯∗m,k,j(n − 1)bˆjm−1(i). (60)
Here, the first and second summations represent the
estimation accomplished by the two-channel and three-
channel sections, respectively, and the third summation
is connected with the four-channel estimation section.
In each section, κ¯m,k,j(n) represents the jth estimation
reflection coefficient at the mth stage related to the kth
channel as defined in the previous subsection, and bˆjm−1(i)
represents the jth element of the self-orthogonalized
backward prediction error signal vector, bˆm−1(i), at the
input of the mth stage. The self-orthogonalized back-
ward prediction error vector, bˆm−1(i), is produced by
the lower triangular transformation of the input back-
ward prediction error vector, bm−1(i), using Lm(n), and
this operation is accomplished at the triangular shaped
self-orthogonalization processor (related to forward pre-
diction) of the mth SPMGLS. Note that the sizes of vec-
tors, bˆm−1(i) and bm−1(i), and matrix, Lm(n), at different
sections of the proposed lattice equalizer are as follows:
2× 1 and 2× 2 in two-channel section, 3× 1 and 3× 3 in
three-channel section, and 4×1 and 4×4 in four-channel
section, respectively.
3 Adaptivemultiple systolic Viterbi detection
In order to achieve an all systolic equalizer architecture,
we propose to use the systolic array processor approach in
[36] for the design and implementation of Viterbi detec-
tion, so that a high degree of computational concurrency
is obtained by operating simultaneously and in synchro-
nization with the rest of equalizer circuitry. Accord-
ingly, the most computationally intensive operation in the
Viterbi detection of sent data is related to the compara-
tor metric, and a systolic computation of this metric is




ck(n)xk(i−n), j=1, 2, . . . ,υ,
(61)
for υ branches leading from states at time instant
i − 1 to each state at time instant i as illustrated in
Figure 6. Herein, υ stands for the alphabet size, OSMIjk
and STMOjk represent old survivor state metric input
(OSMI) and state metric output (STMO) for the jth
branch leading to the state constituted by the vector[
xk(i−1)xk(i−2). . . xk(i−Ndk +1)
]
related to the kth chan-
nel of equalizer, and zkn(i) is the kth equalizer output as




ck(n), ck(n − 1), . . . , ck
(







wk(i)wk(n − i) (63)
where wk represents the coefficient vector for the kth
ADIR filter as defined in (10). Note that a processing ele-
ment (PE) of the systolic array in Figure 6 is symbolized
with a circled PE, and the memory of computation cycle is
designated as L = 3Ndk − 3 for the ease of illustration.
4 Computational complexity
The computational complexity can be calculated by con-
sidering two main sections of the proposed channel
shortening equalizer. The first section implements the
MIMO-DFE while the second one is related to the Viterbi
processing. The number of operations required for the
MIMO-DFE can be calculated by thinking about the num-
ber of operations per stage and the number of stages.
The number of operations for a single SPMGLS with two,
three, and four channels have been computed by making
use of complexity calculations in [23] and [33] as 84,171,





two-channel section, and thereby the number of required
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Figure 6 υ branches from states at time instant i − 1 to each state at time instant i.





Similarly, the number operations for three and four channel





respectively. Therefore, the total number of operations for
theMIMO-DFE in Figure 5 becomes 84Nf1+87Nb1+117Nb2 .
The complexity calculation for systolic Viterbi section
can be accomplished as follows. The total number of
processing elements in the systolic array that implements
Viterbi processing per channel is given as υ × Ndk in [36].
Each element in this array performs one addition and one
multiplication, which are counted together as one opera-
tion. Then, the total number of operations for the systolic
implementation of M Viterbi detectors are calculated as
M × υ × Ndk . Accordingly, the total computational com-
plexity for the proposed equalizer taking into account
both MIMO-DFE and multiple Viterbi detector sections
becomes 84Nf1 + 87Nb1 + 117Nb2 + MυNdk .
We compare the computational complexity of the pro-
posed channel shortening equalizer using a front-end feed
forward equalizer (CSFFE) and a front-end decision feed-
back equalizer (CSDFE) with those of VE in Figures 7,






























(1) VE ( μ=16) 
(5) VE (μ=4)
Figure 7 Comparative computational complexity of the proposed equalizer vs. VE whenM = 2, υ = 2, and Nd − 1 = 2.
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Figure 8 Comparative computational complexity of the proposed equalizer vs. VE whenM = 2, υ = 4, and Nd − 1 = 2.
8, and 9. When generating the complexity curves, we
assumed that Nf = Nf1 = Nf2 and Nd = Ndk = 3 for
both CSFFE and CSDFE and additionally Nb = Nb1 =
Nb2 = 0.25 × Nf for CSDFE and Nb = 1 for CSFFE.
The computational complexity for VE is calculated by tak-
ing into account the most computationally demanding
operation, i.e., comparative metric calculation, and is
given as M × (4μ + 3) × υμ−1 [38], where each channel
from transmitter to receiver is assumed to have a mem-
ory of μ. In Figure 7, we plotted the complexity curves
when M = 2, υ = 2, and μ = 4, 8, 16. It shows that the
proposed method is not computationally advantageous
when the channel memory (μ = 4) is two times the ADIR
filter memory (Nd − 1 = 2). However, the complexity of
































Figure 9 Comparative computational complexity of the proposed equalizer vs. VE whenM = 4, υ = 2, and Nd − 1 = 2.
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the proposed method becomes advantageous regardless
of feed forward filter length (Nf ) used when the chan-
nel memory is four times the ADIR filter memory and far
more beneficial when the channel memory is eight times
the ADIR filter memory. Figure 8 displays that the com-
putational advantage of the proposed method comparing
to VE becomes more attractive when the alphabet size is
increased from υ = 2 to υ = 4 even for the channel mem-
ory values of μ = 4, 8; and Figure 9 demonstrates that
the computational advantage becomes less pronounced
when the number of antennas increases from M = 2
to 4.
The computational complexity vs. the number of anten-
nas analysis has also been carried out due to the recent
interest in massive MIMO for next-generation wireless
systems [37]. We would like to point out that the compu-
tational complexities of CSDFE and CSFFE are larger than
DFE and FFE, respectively, by an amount ofM × υ × Nd,
assuming Nd = Ndk ,∀k. In this analysis, we assumed that
Nf = Nfk = 12,∀k, Nb = Nbk = 0.25 × Nf , and Nb =
Nbk = 1, ∀k. In Figure 10, the computational complexity
vs. number antennas curves for CSDFE, CSFFE, DFE, and
FFE when υ = 256 and Nd − 1 = 8, and M is increas-
ing from 0 and to 150, are presented. For smaller values
of υ and Nd − 1, the difference between the computa-
tional complexities of CSDFE and DFE or CSFFE and FFE,
respectively, is minor, and the curves of CSDFE and DFE
or CSFFE and FFE can not be discriminated, which implies
that the performance increase by the implementation
of CSDFE instead of DFE or CSFFE instead of FFE,
respectively, is achieved at the expense of almost
negligible computational complexity cost, as will be
clearer in the next section. In Figure 11, we compare the
computational complexity of the proposed method with
those of VE when the channel memory values of μ =
4, 8, and 16 are used, the alphabet size is υ = 2, the
ADIR memory is assumed as Nd − 1 = 2, and M is
increasing from 0 to 150. Finally, we repeat the same com-
parison in Figure 12 for υ = 4 in order to demonstrate
the effect of using larger alphabet size. Figure 11 shows
that the proposed method is computationally advanta-
geous comparing to VE when channel memory is larger
than eight (μ > 8), and in Figure 12, it can be seen that
the computational complexity advantage of the proposed
method improves when the alphabet size is increased
from υ = 2 to υ = 4, and the proposed method
becomes less complex comparing to VE even when
μ = 8.
5 Experimental results
The performance of the proposed receiver was inves-
tigated by means of MSE and probability of error
simulations. In these evaluations, we considered linear
time-invariant channels with spectral nulls as well as
time-varying channels. The following channel impulse
response matrices were defined in order to be used in sim-
ulations that demonstrate performance of the proposed
equalizer:






























Figure 10 Comparative computational complexities of CSDFE, DFE, CSFFE, and FFE when υ = 256 and Nd − 1 = 8.
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(1) VE and μ=16
(2) CSDFE/DFE
(3) CSFFE/FFE
(4) VE and μ=8
(5) VE and μ=4
Figure 11 Comparative computational complexity of the proposed equalizer vs. VE when υ = 2 and Nd − 1 = 2.
h1(n) =
[
ha(n) ρ.ha(n − 1)




δ(n) ρ.δ(n − 1)




hb(n) ρ.hb(n − 1)
ρ.hb(n − 1) hb(n)
]
(64)
where δ(n) represents the dirac delta function, and the
channel impulse response ha(n) is defined as ha(n) =∑4
j=0 ajδ(n − j), which has spectral nulls and a large
eigenvalue spread (χ = 1317.65). Herein, the channel
coefficients have been taken from [39], and are given by:
aj = [0.227045 0.460091 0.688136 0.460091 0.227045]
(65)



























(1) VE and μ=16 
(2) VE and μ=8 
(3) CSDFE / DFE 
(4) CSFFE / FFE
(5) VE and μ=4
Figure 12 Comparative computational complexity of the proposed equalizer vs. VE when υ = 4 and Nd − 1 = 2.
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with
∑4
j=0 a2j = 1. Note that eigenvalue spread (χ )
was determined by using the method described in [40],
assuming a feed forward equalizer with a memory of
Nf − 1 = 18, and a noise variance of 0.001. The time-
varying channel impulse response is defined as hb(n) =∑4
j=0 bj(n)δ(n − j), where bj(n) represents the jth time-
variant attenuation factor, generated independently using
the improved version of Jakes’ Rayleigh fading model in
[41] by assuming a data rate of 100 kbytes/s and doppler
shifts of fD = 50 Hz and fD = 10 Hz ; bj(n) is also nor-
malized such that
∑4
j=0 b2j (n) = 1 for all n. By choosing
the same channel for both direct and indirect channels,
we demonstrate the performance under such a severe dis-
tortion situation that both ISI and ICI are significant, and
therefore, the use of DFE is justified. On the other hand,
we could have generated a longer channel with the same
spectral characteristics (or eigenvalue spread), in which
case we would not be able to benchmark the performance
with those of VE, as the simulation of VE becomes com-
putationally cumbersome for longer channels. Note that
ρ represents the gain factor for the effect of ICI and takes
values between 0 and 1. In this presentation, we consider
two values of the gain factor, ρ = 0 and ρ = 1, which
correspond to completely orthogonal and nonorthogonal
transmissions, respectively [42].
In the simulations for the performance evaluation of
the proposed method (CSDFE/CSFFE) with respect to
FFE, DFE, and VE, and also in the simulations for the
performance comparison of the proposed method when
different ADIR filter memories are used, the input signal
x(n) applied to the channel was made of uniformly dis-
tributed bipolar (+/−)1/√2 random numbers because of
relative simplicity it provided in simulations. Note that
the uniformly distributed bipolar random numbers rep-
resent BPSK modulation supported by the IEEE 802.11n
WLAN standard [43]. In order to account for the modula-
tions that are both in the IEEE 802.11n WLAN and IEEE
802.16e MAN standards and to demonstrate the effect of
higher modulation on probability of error performance,
we also performed CSFFE/CSDFE simulations by using
the input signal made of uniformly distributed random
numbers taking values from (1/2+i/2,−1/2+i/2,−1/2−
i/2, 1/2 − i/2), which represents QPSK modulation (i =√−1), and compared against the performance results of
the proposed method for BPSK modulation in both time-
invariant and time-variant channel cases. Moreover, we
assume the complete knowledge of time-invariant chan-
nel and the knowledge of time-variant channel memory
in VE and adaptive Viterbi equalizer (AVE) performance
evaluations, respectively. On the other hand, the proposed
method does not need any information about channel;
however, if information about channel is already avail-
able and an evaluation on the badness of channel can
be carried out, the result of this evaluation can used
to determine the ADIR filter memories of the proposed
equalizer so as to improve the performance.
The channel noise signal was additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with zero mean and is uncorrelated with
the input signal. The received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)




where σ 2nk is the variance of AWGN for the kth chan-
nel. Accordingly, SNRs for all channels of the receiver are
equal, and the system SNR is defined as SNR = SNRk
for k = 1, 2. The exponential weighting factors were
0.99 and 1.0 for the front-end equalizer and ADIR fil-
ter, respectively, when the channel was time-invariant. In
time-varying channel case, they were assumed as 0.975
and 1 in order to better track the signal. The probability of
error evaluations were conducted using 4 × 105 samples
so that 2 × 105 samples per channel were used, and the
simulations were carried out in training mode of receiver
operation. The delays (Dk) for the desired signals in this
mode of operation were assumed equal (D = Dk) for
k = 1, 2, and D was chosen so as to minimize MSE; that is,
D = (Nf −1+ℵ−1)/2 when only front-end FFE is utilized,
D = (Nf − 1 + Nb − 1 + ℵ − 1) /2 when only front-end
DFE is implemented, D = (Nf − 1 + ℵ − 1) /2 − Nd + 1
for CSFFE, and D = (Nf − 1 + Nb − 1 + ℵ − 1) /2 −
Nd+1 for CSDFE. Note that thememories of feed forward
and feedback sections of DFEs, ADIR filters, and channel
impulse responses for k = 1, 2 were assumed equal, i.e.,
Nf −1 = Nfk −1,Nb −1 = Nbk −1,Nd −1 = Ndk −1, andℵ − 1 = ℵk − 1. The noise variance per channel during
MSE simulations was 0.001.
5.1 Time-invariant channel
The objective of simulations with the channel matrix
h1(n) is to display the performance of the proposed
CSDFE with respect to CSFFE, FFE, DFE, and VE. In
the simulations, we have taken into account the modu-
larity and regularity properties of SPMGLSs and started
simulations with FFE; after observing the performance,
we altered the equalizer to CSFFE, then we added new
SPMGLSs to alter the equalizer to DFE, subsequently to
CSDFE. The memory of FFE (Nf − 1) was 18, while the
memory of feedback channels (Nb−1) for DFE was 4, and
the memory of ADIR (Nd − 1) filter was 2.
In Figure 13, we present the MSE performance of the
proposed equalizer when orthogonal transmission is used,
i.e., ρ = 0, and also compare its performance to those
of CSFFE, FFE, and DFE together with the performance
for the channel matrix h2(n). In Figure 14, we provide
the corresponding probability of error performance for
orthogonal transmission and compare the performance
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Figure 13MSE performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h1(n)when ρ = 0.
of CSDFE with those of CSFFE, FFE, DFE, VE, and with
the performance for the channel matrix h2(n). It can be
seen in these figures that the performance of CSDFE is
better than those of CSFFE, FFE, and DFE, respectively.
It also has the closest probability of error performance
to that of VE. Note that neither MSE nor probability of
error performances for the channel matrix h2(n) with
ρ = 0 change with the use of different equalizers,
CSDFE, CSFFE, DFE, or FFE, since this channel matrix
with ρ = 0 does not include ISI and ICI components.
Figures 15 and 16, on the other hand, display MSE and
probability of error comparisons when ρ = 1, and also
provide comparison with respect to the performance of
DFE when the channel matrix h2(n) is used, since the
channel matrix h2(n) with ρ = 1 does not have ISI
components.
































Figure 14 Probability of error performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h1(n)when ρ = 0.
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(5) No ISI  
(3) DFE
Figure 15MSE performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h1(n)when ρ = 1.
The effect of ICI on the performance of CSDFE and
CSFFE can seen by comparing MSE values between
Figures 13 and 15 and by collating probability of error
values between Figures 14 and 16. It can be deduced
from these comparisons that the performance improve-
ment that can achieved by the combination of CSDFE
and orthogonal transmission is far more beneficial than
using CSFFE with orthogonal transmission. Furthermore,
Figures 17 and 18 show the performance improvement
that can be achieved by using an ADIR filter memory
(Nd − 1) of 3 instead of 2 for both CSFFE and CSDFE in
ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 cases, respectively.






























(5) No ISI 
(5)
Figure 16 Probability of error performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h1(n)when ρ = 1.
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(1) CSFFE and Nd−1=2
(1)
(2) CSFFE and Nd−1=3
(3) CSDFE and Nd−1=2
(5)




Figure 17 Probability of error comparison for different ADIR filter memories when h1(n) is used and ρ = 0.
In order to investigate the effect of channel memory
for a given ADIR filter memory on the performance
of the proposed method, we generated channels with
longer impulse responses than that of ha(n), neverthe-
less, we made sure that these channels have exactly
the same spectral characteristics or eigenvalue spread
with ha(n). We then produced the corresponding chan-
nel matrices using the same channel impulse responses
for direct and indirect paths as in h1(n) and repeated
the aforementioned experiments and found out that
the performance was not different from the ones dis-
played in Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Conse-
quently, it can be said that, the eigenvalue spread of
channel, not the memory as the channel shortener name
implies, determines the performance of the proposed
equalizer.






















(1) CSFFE and Nd−1=2 
(1)
(2) CSFFE and Nd−1=3
(2)
(3) CSDFE and Nd−1=2 
(4) CSDFE and Nd−1=3 
(5)
(3)
(5) No ISI 
(4)
Figure 18 Probability of error comparison for different ADIR memories when h1(n) is used and ρ = 1.
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 (1) CSFFE and QPSK 
(2)
(1)
 (2) CSFFE and BPSK 
(4) CSDFE and BPSK 
(4)
(3) CSDFE and QPSK
(3)
Figure 19 Probability of error comparison for different modulation schemes when h1(n) is used and ρ = 0.
Subsequently, we examine the effect of using a higher
modulation scheme on the probability of error perfor-
mance of the proposed method, and in Figures 19 and
20, we present the performance degradation caused by
switching modulation from BPSK to QPSK in orthogonal
and nonorthogonal transmission cases, respectively.
5.2 Time-variant channel
Our objective in the simulations using the channel matrix
h3(n) is to present the performance of the proposed equal-
izer under two different time-varying channel conditions.
Figure 21 presents the MSE performance results when
fD = 50 Hz and provides comparisons between CSFFE






















 (1) CSFFE and QPSK
(2)
(1)
(2) CSFFE and BPSK 
(4) CSDFE and BPSK 
(4)
(3) 
(3) CSDFE and QPSK 
Figure 20 Probability of error comparison for different modulation schemes when h1(n) is used and ρ = 1.
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(1) CSFFE and ρ=1 
(1)
(2) CSFFE  and ρ=0 
(2)
(3) CSDFE and ρ=1 
(3)
(4)
(4) CSDFE and ρ=0 
Figure 21MSE performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h3(n)when fD = 50 Hz.
and CSDFE when ρ = 1 and ρ = 0. In Figure 22,
we show the corresponding probability of error perfor-
mances. Note that the probability of error values of CSFFE
for ρ = 1 and ρ = 0 saturate approximately at SNR= 25
dB to 2 × 10−2 and 1.5 × 10−2, respectively, the probabil-
ity of error values of CSDFE, on the other hand, saturate
approximately at SNR= 27 dB to 10−3 and 6.3 × 10−4,
which are closer to the probability of error values of AVE
when ρ = 0, that converges to approximately 23.4 × 10−5
at SNR= 23 dB.
The second experiment under time-variant channel
conditions was carried out using a lower doppler fre-
quency so that the effect of doppler frequency on the
equalizer performance can be demonstrated. When we




















(2) CSFFE   and  ρ=0
(4) CSDFE   and  ρ=0
(2)
(4)
(3) CSDFE   and  ρ=1 
(3)
(5) AVE   and  ρ=0
(5)
(1) CSFFE   and  ρ=1 (1)
Figure 22 Probability of error performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h3(n)when fD = 50 Hz.
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(2) CSFFE and ρ=0
(2)
(1)
(3) CSDFE and ρ=1
(3)
(1) CSFFE and ρ=1
(4) CSDFE and ρ=0
(4)
Figure 23MSE performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h3(n)when fD = 10 Hz.
compare the MSE performance results in Figure 23 with
those of Figure 21, which is related to the MSE perfor-
mance for fD = 50 Hz, we see that the MSE performances
of CSFFE for ρ = 1 and ρ = 0 when fD = 50 Hz are 1.33
and 1.22 times, respectively, higher than those of CSFFE
when fD = 10 Hz. The same comparison for CSDFE yields
that the MSE performances when fD = 50 Hz are 2 and
2.85 times higher for ρ = 0 and ρ = 1, respectively,
than the MSE performances when fD = 10 Hz. Similar
evaluations can be done for the probability of error perfor-
mances, and it can be seen in Figure 24 that the probability
of error curves of CSFFE for ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 cases sat-
urate to lower values than those of CSFFE in Figure 22.
On the other hand, whereas probability of error curves of
























(1) CSFFE and ρ=1 
(2) CSFFE and ρ=0 
(3) CSDFE and ρ=1
(3) 
(4) CSDFE and ρ=0
(4)(5)
(5) AVE and ρ=0
Figure 24 Probability of error performance of the proposed equalizer for the channel matrix h3(n)when fD = 10 Hz.
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(2) CSFFE   and   Nd−1=3
(4) CSDFE   and   Nd−1=3
(2)
(4)
(3) CSDFE   and   Nd−1=2 
(3)
(5) AVE  
(5)
(1) CSFFE   and   Nd−1=2 (1)
Figure 25 Probability of error comparison for different ADIR filter memories when fD = 50 Hz and ρ = 0.
CSDFE for ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 in Figure 22 reach to the
probability of error value of 10−2 at SNRs of 14 and 17 dB,
respectively, they converge to the same probability of error
value at approximately 3.5 dB lower SNRs, i.e., at 10.5 and
13.5 dB in Figure 24.
We have performed two more probability of error simu-
lations for the time-variant channel case using fD = 50Hz,
the first of which was related to the performance improve-
ment that can be gained by using an ADIR filter memory
(Nd − 1) of 3 instead of 2. Accordingly, Figures 25 and 26
depict the achieved performance improvement for both
CSFFE and CSDFE in ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 cases. The second
simulation was for the effect of using QPSK modulation
instead of BPSK, and Figures 27 and 28 therefore render
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Figure 26 Probability of error comparison for different ADIR filter memories when fD = 50 Hz and ρ = 1.
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(3)
Figure 27 Probability of error comparison for different modulation schemes when fD = 50 Hz and ρ = 0.
the probability of error performance comparison when
using QPSK modulation instead of BPSK in ρ = 0 and
ρ = 1 cases, respectively.
It can be seen in these figures that the performance
improvement attainable through orthogonal transmission
under time-variant channel conditions is not as significant
as time-invariant channel conditions.
6 Conclusions
A V-BLAST type channel shortening equalizer design
for cognitive MIMO-OFDM radios has been presented.
The V-BLAST property for frequency-selective chan-
nels is realized by completely orthogonalizing the input
data using SPMGLSs, so that a systolic MIMO-DFE is
accomplished at the front-end of the proposed channel
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Figure 28 Probability of error comparison for different modulation schemes when fD = 50 Hz and ρ = 1.
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shortening equalizer. Accordingly, ISI and ICI effects
are suppressed due to completely orthogonalizing nature
of the receiver structure. A systolic array implementa-
tion of multiple adaptive Viterbi detectors is also uti-
lized in order to realize a channel shortening equalizer
with high degree of computational concurrency. The
matrix inversions, which are significant bottlenecks in
receiver design, are avoided, scalar only operations are
enabled. A highly modular, regular, order-recursive, and
simple receiver architecture, which is suitable for the DSP
chip- and FGPA-based signal processing implementations
of MIMO-OFDM wireless communication systems, is
obtained.
Spectrum sensing and positioning functions, important
tasks for cognitive radios, can be accomplished at no cost
by simply reconfiguring the front-end MIMO-DFE filter
as spectral analysis and positioning filters, respectively.
These properties make the proposed equalizer a good
candidate for software defined cognitive radio receiver
realizations of MIMO-OFDM systems.
The computational complexity of the proposed equal-
izer has been provided by separately taking into account
the MIMO-DFE and multiple adaptive Viterbi detec-
tor sections. Then, the total complexity was compared
to the complexity of VE for different channel and
ADIR filter memories and different alphabet and antenna
sizes.
The performance has been supplied in terms of MSE
and probability of error analysis for orthogonal and
nonorthogonal transmissions under time-invariant and
time-variant channel conditions using two different mod-
ulation schemes, and it has been demonstrated that
desirable performance results can be attained particularly
under time-invariant channel conditions when orthogonal
transmission and BPSK modulation is used together with
CSDFE implementation. It has been also shown that the
performance of a CSDFE is between those of Viterbi and
DFEs under time-invariant as well as time-variant channel
conditions.
It has been revealed that the channel shortener equalizer
is indeed a reduced complexity Viterbi equalizer with its
ADIR filter memory functioning as a trade-off parameter
between performance and complexity for a given chan-
nel matrix. Another important property of the proposed
equalizer is that it does not need channel information.
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